Characters D6 / Yushyn
CHARACTER NAME - Yushyn
SPECIES - Unknown
GENDER - Male
Hair color: Brown
Eye color: Black
Skin color: Brown
MOVE -10
DEXTERITY: 2D+2
Blaster: 4D+2
Blaster Artillery: 5D
Brawling Parry: 4D+1
Dodge: 5D+1
Vehicle Blasters: 5D+1
PERCEPTION: 2D+2
Bargain: 4D
Command: 4D+1
Command; Mining Guild: 5D+2
Gambling: 3D+1
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
Streetwise: 5D
Value: 5D
Willpower: 4D
STRENGTH: 4D
Brawling: 5D
MECHANICAL: 2D+1
Repulsorlift Operation: 4D
TECHNICAL: 2D+2
Security: 4D+2
EQUIPMENT
CREDITS - 350
Mining Guild Uniform including Vest with Pouches. Holdout Blaster (3D)
FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 1
DARK SIDE POINTS 3
CHARACTER POINTS 3
Description: Yushyn was the boss of a Mining Guild Asteroid Belt Gas Refinery around the year 3 BBY.
Staffed by Rodian employees, Yushyn's facility refined clouzon-36 gas, which was used as fuel by the
Galactic Empire. When a group of space-faring creatures called purrgil began eating the gas, he ordered
his staff to kill them to prevent losing the resource.
During a round of purrgil shooting, the refinery was attacked by a band of rebels who were trying to steal
some of the fuel for the Rebellion and their own starship, the Ghost. Yushyn was dragged down into the
planetoid's depths by a purrgil during the confrontation, which ended with the rebels destroying the
refinery and making off with the fuel.
Personality and traits
ushyn belonged to a sentient humanoid species. He was covered in brown fur and skin, and had two
black eyes.[1] Yushyn led the operation at the Mining Guild refinery with an unrelenting fervor[3] and
spoke Galactic Basic[1][6] to his Rodian workers. He considered the purrgil disgusting[1] and coldly[4]
ordered his men to kill them in order to stop them from consuming gas.[1]
Equipment
Yushyn wore a turquoise-and-yellow uniform that closely matched the outfits worn by the Rodian
employees of the Mining Guild refinery. Unlike the Rodians, Yushyn's uniform featured a white utility vest
with two pouches at his upper torso and the Mining Guild logo adorned on the front and back. Yushyn
also wore a pair of black boots.
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